Single cell gene expression profiling can be used to quantify transcriptional dynamics in 9 temporal processes, such as cell differentiation, using computational methods to label each 10 cell with a 'pseudotime' where true time series experimentation is too difficult to perform. 11 However, owing to the high variability in gene expression between individual cells, there is 12 an inherent uncertainty in the precise temporal ordering of the cells. Preexisting methods 13 for pseudotime ordering have predominantly given point estimates precluding a rigorous 14 analysis of the implications of uncertainty. We use probabilistic modelling techniques to 15 quantify pseudotime uncertainty and propagate this into downstream differential expression 16 analysis. We demonstrate that reliance on a point estimate of pseudotime can lead to inflated 17 false discovery rates compared and that probabilistic approaches provide greater robustness 18 and measures of the temporal resolution that can be obtained from pseudotime inference. 19 Background 20
expression variability, manifesting as a spread of data points around the mean trajectory, but 143 also model misspecification (the difference between what our "assumed" model and the "true" 144 but unknown data generating mechanism). 145 It is interesting to discuss the latter point as it is an issue that is often not adequately 146 addressed or fully acknowledged in the literature. The GPLVM applied assumes a homoscedastic 147 noise distribution which is uniform along the pseudotime trajectory. However, it is clear that 148 the variability of the data points can change along the trajectory and a heteroscedastic (non-149 uniform) noise model may be more appropriate in certain scenarios. Unfortunately, whilst 150 models of heteroscedastic noise processes can be applied Le et al. (2005) , these typically severely 151 complicate the statistical inference and require a model of how the variability changes over 152 pseudotime which is likely to be unknown. The important point here is that the posterior 153 probability calculations are always calibrated with respect to a given model. The better the 154 model represents the true data generating mechanism, the better calibrated the probabilities. 155 Model misspecification can also contribute to posterior uncertainty in inferred parameters. 156 Returning to the intrinsic cell-to-cell variability, we next considered the conditional posterior 157 predictive data distributions p(X * |t * , X) which are shown in Figure 3D -F. These distributions 158 show the possible distribution of future data points given the existing data and a theoretical 159 pseudotime t * and, in this example, we condition on pseudotimes t * = 0.5 and t * = 0.7. Al-160 though the two pseudotimes differ by a magnitude of 0.2, the conditional predictive distributions 161 are very close or overlapping. This means that cells with pseudotimes of 0.5 or 0.7 could have 162 given rise to data point occupying these overlapping regions. This variability is what ultimately 163 limits the temporal resolution that can be obtained. 164 It is important to note that the posterior mean trajectories correspond to certain a priori 165 or subjective smoothness assumptions (specified as hyperparameters in the model specification) 166 which dedicate the curvature properties of the trajectory. Figure 4 shows three alternative 167 posterior mean pseudotime trajectories for the Trapnell data based on different hyperparameters 168 settings for the GPLVM. In a truly unsupervised scenario all three paths could be plausible as 169 we would have little information to inform us about the true shape of the trajectory. This would 170 become an additional source of uncertainty in the pseudotime estimates. However, we favoured hyperparameter settings that gave rise to well-defined (unimodal) posterior distributions that resulted in multiple independent Markov Chain Monte Carlo runs converging to the same mean 173 trajectory rather than settings that give rise to a "lumpy" posterior distribution with many 174 local modes corresponding to different interpretations of the data (see Supplementary Figure   175 S3). Later on, when we consider inference using multiple representations, the ability to specify 176 a wider choice of trajectories is useful as we will demonstrate how the correspondence between 177 pseudotime trajectories in different reduced dimension representations is not always obvious 178 from a visual analysis. 179 We next examined the posterior distributions in pseudotime assignment for four cells from 180 the Trapnell dataset in Figure 5A . Uncertainty in the estimate of pseudotime is assessed using 181 the highest probability density (HPD) credible interval (CI), the Bayesian equivalent of the 182 confidence interval. The 95% pseudotime CI typically covers around one quarter of the tra-183 jectory, suggesting that pseudotemporal orderings of single-cells can potentially only resolve a 184 cell's place within a trajectory to a coarse estimate (e.g. 'beginning', 'middle' or 'end') and 185 do not necessarily dramatically increase the temporal resolution of the data. One immediate 186 consequence of this is that it is unlikely that we can make definite statements such as whether 187 one cell comes exactly before or after another. This is illustrated in Figures 5B-D which dis-188 plays the estimated pseudotime uncertainty for all three datasets. In all the datasets, the 189 general progression is apparent, but the precise ordering of the cells has a non-trivial degree of 190 ambiguity.
191
Failure to account for pseudotime uncertainty leads to increased false discov-192 ery rates 193 The previous section addressed the sources of statistical uncertainty in the pseudotimes. We next 194 explored the impact of pseudotime uncertainty on downstream analysis. Specifically, we focused 195 on the identification of genes that are differentially expressed across pseudotime. Typically, 196 these analyses involve regression models that assume the input variables (the pseudotimes) are Figure S2 ). 213 Figure 6A shows two analyses for two illustrative genes (ITGAE and ID2) in the Trapnell 214 data set. Using the MAP pseudotime ordering, differential expression analysis of ITGAE over 215 pseudotime attained a q-value of 0.02. However, the gene was only called significant in only 216 9% of posterior pseudotime samples with a median q-value of 0.32. In contrast, ID1 -known to 217 be involved in muscle differentiation -had a q-value of 6.6 × 10 −11 using the MAP pseudotime 218 ordering, but was also called significant in all the posterior pseudotime ordering samples having 219 a median q-value of 4.4 × 10 −11 . This indicates that the significance of the temporal expression 220 variability of ID1 is robust with respect to posterior sampling of the pseudotime ordering whilst 221 the significance ITGAE is much more dependent on the ordering chosen.
222
As a conservative rule of thumb, we designated a putative temporal association as a false 223 positive if the gene has a Q-value less than 5% at the MAP estimate of pseudotime but is 224 significant in less than 95% of the posterior pseudotime samples. Looking across all genes in the 225 Trapnell data, Figure 6B shows that a significant number of genes that were found to have a Q-226 value < 0.05 and deemed significant based on the MAP pseudotime ordering, did not replicate 227 consistently and were not robust to alternate orderings. In fact, across the three datasets we 228 analysed, we found that the false discovery rate, when adjusted for pseudotime uncertainty, 229 ranged from 4% to 20% ( Figure 6C ). This indicates the FDR can be up to much larger than 230 the expected 5% and crucially is variable across datasets meaning there is no simple rule of 231 thumb that can be applied a priori to account for pseudotime uncertainty. Such values remain 232 low enough that analyses examining the coexpression of gene sets across pseudotime (such as 233 in Trapnell et al. (2014)) will still be largely valid. However, if a set of robustly differentially 234 expressed genes is required or the FDR needs to be characterised then a full probabilistic 235 treatment of pseudotime is needed.
236
A sigmoidal model of switch-like behaviour across pseudotime 237 In the previous section, we examined differential expression across pseudotime by fitting gen- using the likelihood ratio test is conducted against a null model of no pseudotime dependence.
241
This model provides a highly flexible but non-specific model of pseudotime dependence that 242 was not suited to the next question we wished to address.
243
Specifically, we were interested in whether we could identify if two genes switched behaviours 244 at the same (or similar) times during the temporal process and therefore an estimate of the time 245 resolution that can be gained from a pseudotime ordering approach. This requires estimation 246 of a parameter that can be directly linked to a switch on(/off) time that is not present in the 247 Tobit regression model. As a result, we propose a "sigmoidal" model of differential expression 248 across pseudotime that better captures switch-like gene (in)activation and has easy to interpret 249 parameters corresponding to activation time and strength. By combining such a parametric 250 model with the Bayesian inference of pseudotime we can then infer the resolution to which 251 we can say whether one gene switches on or off before another. Details of the sigmoidal gene 252 activation model are given in Methods and in Supplementary Methods. 253 We applied our sigmoidal model to learn patterns of switch-like behaviour of genes in the 254 Trapnell dataset. For each gene we estimated the activation time (t 0 ) as well as the activation 255 strength (k). We fitted these sigmoidal switching models to all posterior pseudotime samples 256 to approximate the posterior distribution for the time and strength parameters. We uncovered 257 a small set of genes whose median activation strength is distinctly larger than the rest and 258 had low variability across posterior pseudotime samples implying a population of genes that exhibit highly switch-like behaviour ( Figure 7A ). Some genes showed high activation strength for certain pseudotime orderings but low overall median levels across all the posterior samples. methods to infer gene behaviour as opposed to point estimates that might give highly unstable 264 results.
265
Representative examples of genes with large and small activation strengths showed marked 266 differences in the gene expression patterns corresponding to strong and weak switch-like be-267 haviour as expected ( Figure 7B ). In addition, we examined the posterior density activation 268 time t 0 for the five genes showing strong switching behaviour ( Figure 7C ). Under a point esti-269 mate of pseudotime each gene would give a distinct activation time with which these genes can 270 be ordered. However, when pseudotime uncertainty is taken into account, a distribution over 271 possible activation times emerges. In this case, the five genes all have activation times between 272 0.3 and 0.5 precluding a precise ordering (if one exists) of activation. Visually, this seems sensi-273 ble since there is considerable cell-to-cell variability in the expression of these genes and not all 274 cells express the genes during the "on" phase. We are therefore unable to determine whether 275 the "on" phase begins when the first cell with high expression is first observed in pseudotime or, 276 if it starts before, and the first few cells simply have null expression (for biological or technical 277 reasons). 278 We further explore this in Figure 8 which shows ten genes identified as having significant 279 switch-like pseudotime dependence but with a range of mean activation times t 0 . The switch-280 like behaviour is stable to the different posterior pseudotime orderings that were sampled from 281 the GPLVM. It is clear that the two genes RARRES3 and C1S are activating at an earlier time 282 compared to the genes IL20RA and APOL4. However, we cannot be confident of the ordering 283 within the pairs RARRES3/C1S and IL20RA/APOL4 in pseudotime since the distributions 284 over the activation times are not well-separated and it is impossible to make any definitive 285 statements as to whether one of these genes (in)activates before another. If the probability of 286 a sequence of activation events is required, instead of examining each gene in isolation, we can 287 count the number of posterior samples in which one gene precedes another instead and evidence 288 may emerge of a possible ordering. These observations suggests a finite temporal resolution 289 limit that can be obtained using pseudotemporal ordering. 290 We note that we have deliberately avoid directly linking the sigmoidal gene activation and 291 GPLVM pseudotime models to derive a single, joint model. In a joint model, the inference 292 would attempt to order the cells in such a way as to maximise the fit of the sigmoidal and 293 GPLVM to the expression data. However, as the sigmoidal model is only intended to identify 294 genes with switch-like behaviour, it cannot explain other types of pseudotime dependence that 295 may and do exist. This model misspecification would potentially drive inference in ways that 296 cannot be foreseen.
297
Learning trajectories from multiple reduced data representations 298 Finally, we address the impact of the subjective choice of dimensionality reduction that is 299 normally applied to single cell gene expression data prior to pseudotime ordering and estimation.
300
Typically, the choice of dimensionality reduction approach is based on whether the method 301 gives rise to a putative pseudotime trajectory in the reduced dimensionality representation 302 from visual inspection followed by confirmational analysis by examining known marker genes 303 with established temporal association. This may lead to a number of possibilities since the same 304 trajectory may exist in a number of reduced dimensionality representations. 305 One characteristic of the GPLVM is that the likelihood is conditionally independent across 306 input dimensions. A consequence of this is that we can integrate heterogeneous data sources allows us to probabilistically explore a range of different pseudotime trajectories within the 349 reduced dimensional space. We showed that in a truly unbiased and unsupervised analysis the 350 properties of the pseudotime trajectory will never purely be a product of the data alone and 351 can heavily depend on prior assumptions about the smoothness, length scales of the trajectory 352 and noise properties. Using samples drawn from the posterior distribution over pseudotime 353 orderings under the GPLVM we were able to assess if genes that showed a significant pseudotime 354 dependence under a point (MAP) pseudotime estimate would be robust to different possible 355 pseudotime orderings. In two of the three datasets we examined we discovered that, when 356 adjusted for pseudotime uncertainty, the false discovery rate may be significantly larger than 357 the target 5%. Our investigations show that reliance on a single estimate of pseudotime ordering 358 can lead to increased number of false discoveries but that it is possible to assess the impact of 359 such assumptions within a probabilistic framework.
360
It is important to note that the GPLVM used in our investigations is not intended to be 361 a single, all-encompassing solution for pseudotime modelling problems. For our purposes, it 362 provided a simple and relevant device for tackling the single trajectory pseudotime problem in a 363 probabilistic manner but clearly has limitations when the temporal process under investigation 364 contains bifurcations or heteroscedastic noise processes (as discussed earlier). Improved and/or 365 alternative probabilistic models are required to address more challenging modelling scenarios 366 but the general procedures we describe are generic and should be applicable to any problem 367 where statistical inference for a probabilistic model can give posterior simulation samples. 368 We also developed a novel sigmoidal gene expression temporal association model that en-369 abled us to identify genes exhibiting a strong switch-like (in)activation behaviour. For these 370 genes we were then able to estimate the activation times and use these to assess the time reso-371 lution that can be attained using pseudotime ordering of single cells. Our investigations show 372 that pseudotime uncertainty prevents precise characterisation of the gene activation time but a 373 probabilistic model can provide a distribution over the possibilities. In application, this uncer-374 tainty means that it is challenging to make precise statements about when regulatory factors 375 will turn on or off and if they act in unison. This places an upper limit on the accuracy of 376 dynamic gene regulation models and causal relationships between genes that could be built 377 from the single cell expression data. 378 complex temporal biological processes. However, as widely reported in recent studies, the prop-380 erties of single cell gene expression data are complex and highly variable. We have shown that 381 the many sources of variability can contribute to significant uncertainty in statistical inference 382 for pseudotemporal ordering problems. We argue therefore that strong statistical foundations 383 are vital and that probabilistic methods for provide a platform for quantifying uncertainty in 384 pseudotemporal ordering which can be used to more robustly identify genes that are differen-385 tially expressed over time. Robust statistical procedures can also temper potentially unrealistic 386 expectations about the level of temporal resolution that can be obtained from computationally-387 based pseudotime ordering. Ultimately, as the raw input data is not true time series data, 388 pseudotime ordering is only ever an attempt to solve a missing data statistical inference prob-389 lem that we should remind ourselves involves quantities (pseudotimes) that are unknown, never 390 can be known.
391

Methods
392
In addition to the descriptions below, further methodological descriptions and links to code to 393 reproduce all our findings are given in Supplementary Methods. The hierarchical model specification for the Gaussian Process Latent Variable model is described 396 as follows:
µ j ∼ GP(0, K (j) ), j = 1, . . . , P,
x i ∼ MultiNorm(µ(t i ), Σ), i = 1, . . . , N.
(1) where x i is the P -dimensional input of cell i (of N ) found by performing dimensionality re-398 duction on the entire gene set (for our experiments P = 2 following previous studies). The 399 observed data is distributed according to a multivariate normal distribution with mean func- respectively. Therefore, adjusting these parameters allows curves to match prior smoothness 408 expectations provided by plotting marker genes.
409
The hyperparameters γ α , γ β , α, β, µ t and σ 2 t are fixed and values for specific experiments 410 for given in Supplementary Information. Inference was performed using the Stan probabilistic 411 programming language Gelman et al. (2015) and our implementation is available as an R package 412 at http://www.github.com/kieranrcampbell/pseudogp.
413
Integrating multiple representations 414 One feature of the GPLVM is that the likelihood is conditionally independent (given the pseu- 
where t is the pseudotime vector to be learned and inference proceeds straightforwardly using 421 this product likelihood.
time 424 We detail the mathematical specification of the sigmoidal switch model below. Let y ij debotes 425 the log 2 gene expression of gene i in cell j at pseudotime t j then
, if gene i differentially expressed. The case of a gene not being differentially expressed is a nested model of the differential 431 expression case found by setting k = 0. Consequently we can use a likelihood ratio test with 432 no differential expression as the null hypothesis and differential expression as the alternative 433 and twice the difference in their log-likelihoods will form a χ 2 test statistic with 2 degrees of 434 freedom. The maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters under the differential expression Figure 9 :
Learning pseudotime from three reduced dimension representations (Laplacian eigenmaps, PCA and t-SNE) of single-cell gene expression data from the three datasets studied (Trapnell, Burns and Shin). For each dataset the left column shows the Laplacian Eigenmaps representation, middle shows PCA and right shows t-SNE (Supplementary Methods). Pseudotime trajectories are fitted either on each representation individually (top row of each dataset) or jointly for all representations (bottom row). It can be seen that trajectory fits are more stable when the joint representations are used. Such analysis allows us to track cellular trajectories across multiple visualisations showing an equivalency of dimensionality reduction algorithms in the context of single-cell RNA-seq data.
